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Based on a true story, The Elephant Man tells the tale of John Merrick, a 19th-century Londoner who became
a star of the travelling freak show circuit. When the renowned Dr Teves comes across Merrick during one of
his performances, he takes him into his care at the London Hospital. Here, the legend of the Elephant Man
begins to grow, and a beautiful actress named Mrs Kendal arrives, determined to meet the man behind it.

Teves and Kendal enter into a complex friendship with Merrick; torn between a desire to help him experience
life, and the cruelties they must inflict in order to protect him.

The lessons and. Thats not to say that there. The Elephant Man.

Elephant Man

Merrick had severe physical deformities and spent. Elephant Mans Grave Discovered in Same Cemetery as
Jack the Rippers Victims For over a century the famously deformed 27yearolds final resting place was a

mystery. Celebrating the 40th anniversary of its release award winning historical drama The Elephant Man is.
Treves are played by two. People have been moved by the universal message of tolerance of the differences
found in Joseph Merricks story. Published 18 May 2015. The Elephant Man is often described as director
David Lynchs most normal film. Critics Consensus. This is the tragic story of Joseph Merrick the Elephant
Man called John Merrick here by awardwinning playwright Bernard Pomerance. In 1884 an ambitious young
surgeon is intrigued by a sideshow freak billed as the Elephant Man. The play is divided into twentyone

scenes that depict the last six years of Merricks life. Joseph Merrick in full Joseph Carey Merrick also called
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the Elephant Man born Aug Leicester Leicestershire Englanddied Ap London disfigured man who after a
brief career as a professional freak became a patient of London Hospital from 1886 until his death. The

Elephant Man. With Anthony Hopkins John Hurt Anne Bancroft John Gielgud. Ive always been fascinated
with the true story of John Merrick otherwise known as the Elephant Man.
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